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regarding the sound sources, as for example their elevation
angles and ranges [7] or their orientations [8], [9]. The improvement in the beamforming performance when taking into
account multiple distinct reflections has been demonstrated
along the concept of Acoustic Rake Receivers (ARRs) in [10],
[11]. It should be noted however that most of these works
are evaluated in simulated environments, considering rooms
with simple geometries (mostly rectangular ones) and room
boundaries with unrealistic reflectivity properties.
In this paper, we perform experiments in a real environment
in order to study the problem of acoustic beamforming,
considering a planar microphone array placed just in front of
one of the walls of the room, so that the microphone array
plane is perpendicular to that of the reflecting wall. This socalled half-space configuration may often appear in a reallife application due to practical constraints, as for example,
small room size or limited space for the sound sources, and
we believe that it deserves special attention. For each sound
source present in the room, it is then expected that there will
always be a secondary acoustic path which is coherent and
comparable in strength to the direct path [12]. To improve the
beamforming performance, we propose an adaptation from the
free-field to the so-called Reflection-Aware propagation model,
that accounts for the joint contribution of the direct path and
the earliest reflection introduced by the adjacent wall. Doing
so, we extend earlier work presented in [6] as well as along the
concepts of ARRs, by employing an in-situ calibration phase to
estimate a complex and frequency-dependent model of the wall
reflectivity. It is demonstrated that the reflection-aware propagation model may achieve significant improvements when
compared to a simpler approach that a fixed value for the
wall reflectivity is used, as well as compared to the free-field
steering vector. The advantages of the proposed propagation
model are demonstrated in terms of the responses of two
well known signal-independent beamformers, the matchedfilter and the superdirective beamformer.

Abstract—In this paper, we consider the problem of beamforming with a planar microphone array placed in front of
a wall of the room, so that the microphone array plane is
perpendicular to that of the wall. While this situation is very
likely to occur in a real life problem, the reflections introduced
by the adjacent wall can be the cause of a serious mismatch
between the actual acoustic paths and the traditionally employed free-field propagation model. We present an adaptation
from the free-field to the so-called reflection-aware propagation
model, that exploits an in-situ estimation of the complex and
frequency-dependent wall reflectivity. Results presented in a real
environment demonstrate that the proposed approach may bring
significant improvements to the beamforming process compared
to the free-field propagation model, as well as compared to other
reflection-aware models that have been recently proposed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art devices such as mobile phones, laptops,
tablets or home automation systems feature multiple microphones to reduce reverberation and noise or interference from
simultaneous competing sound sources. Exploiting the spatial
diversity of the sound scene, acoustic beamforming is an
essential functionality for these applications. However, the
deviation of many parameters from their ideal conditions,
under which the theoretical performance of the system is
predicted, causes degradation in the system performance by
reducing the array gain and altering the beam pattern.
A regular cause for these phenomena is the fact that in
real acoustic environments, the transmitted signal is often
received via multiple paths due to reflection, diffraction and
scattering by objects in the transmission medium. The idea
to constructively combine one or more distinct reflections in
the transmission path in order to improve the performance
of applications related to microphone array signal processing
has been expressed by several researchers in the past. Li et
al [1] proposed the use of hemi-spherical array for sound
capturing and beamforming in the half-space. In other works
it was demonstrated that, accounting for first order reflections
in reverberant rooms, may not only assist sound source localization [2]–[6], but may reveal additional spatial information

II. P ROPAGATION M ODEL
Planar microphone arrays are among the most popular types
of microphone arrays due to their ability to provide 360o coverage in capturing, enhancing and separating acoustic sources
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close to 1 represents a reasonable choice for constructing
the reflection-aware steering vector. Such an approach is
conceptually similar to the delay-and-sum rake receiver [10],
in which case the secondary paths are modelled as delayed
and attenuated versions of the direct path. However, as h(ω)
relates to the wall acoustic impedance [16], it may be expected
that a frequency-dependent and complex ISRG represents a
more valid choice for deployment in a real environment. In a
latter section in this paper we propose a procedure for in-situ
estimation of h(ω).

Fig. 1. A plane wave of strength S(ω) impinging on a planar array with
incident angle θ, defined with respect to the projection of O on the reflective
boundary, denoted with C.

III. B EAMFORMING TECHNIQUES
Signals are represented in the time-frequency (TF) domain with ω, τ ∈ Z denoting the angular frequency
and the time-frame index respectively. We let x(τ, ω) =
[X1 (τ, ω), ..., XM (τ, ω)]T denote the STFTs of the observed
microphone signals. We assume the presence of a single
acoustic source at location θl which is assumed known, using,
for example, the DOA estimation procedure presented in [6].
The output of the beamformer which is steered at θl in order
to capture the sound source signal reads

[13]–[15]. The propagation model for a planar microphone
array of M sensors is typically expressed through vector
a(ω, θ) = [a1 (ω, θ), · · · , aM (ω, θ)]T where am (ω, θ) carries
the transfer path characteristics from a sound source at angle
θ to the mth microphone, relevant to a reference point O
which typically coincides with the center of the planar array.
Typically the transfer path characteristics involve the direct
path from the sound source to each microphone assuming
anechoic conditions and ignoring any distinct reflections that
may occur due to the surrounding environment. Certainly,
estimating all the secondary paths in a indoor environment
is very difficult, as it would require detailed knowledge of
the room geometry as well as of any objects in it. Assuming
however that the microphone array is very close to a particular
wall, it can be expected that the earliest reflection introduced
by the adjacent wall will carry a relatively large portion of
the energy of the Room Impulse Response (RIR). Moreover,
assuming far field conditions and a specular reflection, the
reflected signal component can be efficiently estimated in the
frequency domain, as a function of the array’s orientation and
distance from the closest wall.
In Fig. 1 we present the proposed geometric model for the
case of a planar array of arbitrary geometry placed just in
front of a planar reflector so that an incident angle θ = 0
is normal to the adjacent wall. Let point C coincide with
the projection of the array center to the wall and let its
distance from that wall be symbolized with . For the case
of a specular reflection, a direct plane wave of amplitude
S(ω) arriving at C with incident angle θ will be the cause of
a reflected component of strength h(ω)S(ω) travelling at an
angle π −θ. Here, h(ω) is the so-called Image Source Relative
Gain (ISRG) that expresses the relative gain with which the
image source contributes to the sound field. Using the free
field steering vector a(ω, θ), we propose an adaptation to a
so-called reflection-aware steering vector a0 (ω, θ) through

Y (τ, ω) = w(ω, θl )H x(τ, ω).

where w(ω, θl ) is the M × 1 complex vector with the beamformer weights.
Superdirective beamforming is well known for its ability
to maximize array gain subject to a given model of the noise
spatial coherence which is assumed to be stationary [17], [18].
The spherical isotropic model is a widely used model as it
has been shown that it reflects the statistics of the reverberant
part of the signals in rooms [19], [20]. Here, we employ that
model in terms of the noise coherence matrix Q(ω), used for
constructing beamformer weights of the form
w(λ) (ω, θl ) =

(Q(ω) + λI)−1 a(ω, θl )
,
aH (ω, θl )(Q(ω) + λI)−1 a(ω, θl )

(3)

where λ is a scalar which can be associated with the white
noise gain constraint [21]. Using the two different propagation
models, we consider in this paper two different superdirective
(SD) beamformers and particularly
• the Free-Field Superdirective (FFSD) beamformer, derived by using the free-field propagation model and
• the Reflection-Aware Superdirective (RASD) beamformer, derived by using the reflection-aware propagation
model of Eq. (1).
For reasons of comparison, we also consider the case of
Matched Filter (MF) beamformers, which can be realized with
weights of the form

a0 (ω, θ) = a(ω, θ)ejk cos θ + h(ω)a(ω, π − θ)e−jk cos θ . (1)

w(ω, θl ) =

To be noticed that h(ω) does not account for the difference
in the time of arrival between the primary sound wave and
its reflection; this is explicitly taken into account by the two
phasors ejk cos θ and e−jk cos θ in (1), which makes h(ω)
to be independent on the array configuration. In a previous
work [6], it was shown that a fixed and real value for h
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a(ω, θl )
.
l )a(ω, θl )

aH (ω, θ

(4)

Again, we can exploit the two different propagation models in
order to deploy two different MF beamformers and particularly
• the Free-Field Matched Filter (FFMF) beamformer derived by using the free-field propagation model and
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the microphone array and its arrangement inside the
rectangular room.

•

the Reflection-Aware Matched Filter (RAMF) beamformer derived by using the reflection-aware propagation
model of Eq. (1).

Fig. 3. Estimated ISRG as a function of frequency when the array is placed
at a distance of  = 0.12 m from the wall in (a) and at a distance of  = 0.20
m in (b). Distribution of the H(ω) coefficients at the frequency of 2720 Hz
is shown for the real part in (c) and the imaginary part in (d).

IV. E STIMATION OF ISRG
In-situ estimation of the specific acoustic impedance of
materials is an active research area in acoustics [22]. Inspired
by such attempts, we propose an off-line calibration process
during which a complex model of the ISRG is estimated
in-situ, considering a wideband sound source at a small
distance from the microphone array and at a known location
ra = [xa , ya , za ]. By defining the coordinate system so that the
plane x = 0 coincides with the nearest wall, the image source
location will be at rI = [−xa , ya , za ]. Assuming that the direct
sound and the first reflection are significantly more dominant
than other components of the RIR, then we can explain the
observation signal x(τ, ω) as a the result of the actual sound
source signal sa (τ, ω) and the image source signal si (τ, ω)
through
x(τ, ω) = G(ω)s(τ, ω)
(5)

where HRe (ω) and HIm (ω) correspond to the values of the
histogram with the highest cardinality, referring to the real
part and imaginary part respectively. The method allows for
in-situ estimation of the ISRG without the need of a known
excitation signal. Assuming that the reflecting wall is locally
reacting [16] and that the reflections are always specular, the
derived ISRG coefficients should be valid across a wide range
of incident angles.
V. E VALUATION
Experiments were performed in a reverberant room of
approximately RT60 = 0.7 s with an open planar microphone
array. The microphone array consisted of 8 omnidirectional
microphones DPA4060 in a 2 × 4 grid with inter-microphone
distance of 2 cm, as shown in Fig. 2. The microphones were
connected to an RME Micstasy AD converter which was
then connected to an RME Fireface400 through the ADAT
connection. The signals were acquired at a sampling rate of
48 kHz while the time-frame length used for the TF analysis
was equal to 512 samples. The microphone array was mounted
on a microphone stand at a height of 1.5 m from the floor and
was placed next to the wall at distances of  = 0.12 and
 = 0.20 m. A two-way active Genelec loudspeaker was used
for exciting the sound field at the same height and in different
angles with respect to the array and the wall.
To estimate the ISRG, we followed the procedure explained
in section IV. A Gaussian white noise signal of 5 s duration
was used as input to the loudspeaker, which was placed at
a distance of d = 0.5 m from the center of the microphone
array each time and at an angle of θ = 0o . The value of
L was set equal to 3 frequency bins. The first measurement
was performed with the array at a distance of  = 0.12 m
from the wall and a second measurement followed with the
array at a distance of  = 0.20 m. We will use the notation
h(ω)0.12 and h(ω)0.20 in order to refer to the values of ISRG
retrieved at each distance. The real and imaginary part of the
estimated ISRG, as well as the magnitude, can be seen as a
function of frequency in Fig. 3(a) for h(ω)0.12 and in Fig.
3(b) for h(ω)0.20 . Also, a histogram formed with the real and

where s(τ, ω) = [sa (τ, ω), si (τ, ω)]T , and G is a M × 2
matrix such that Gm,1 (ω) = e−jkω krA −rm k2 and Gm,2 (ω) =
e−jkω krI −rm k2 represent the free-field transfer path from the
actual source and the image source to the mth microphone
respectively and kω represents the wave number at frequency
ω. The actual and image source signal can be recovered in a
least square sense using Tikhonov regularization through
s(τ, ω) = (G(ω)H G(ω) + µI)−1 G(ω)H x(τ, ω).

(6)

We claim that a local estimation of the complex ISRG can be
derived at TF point τ, ω from the ratio
ĥ(τ, ω) =

sa (τ, ω)
.
si (τ, ω)

(7)

Having a large collection of local estimates from different time-frames at frequency ω, we expect that these will
cluster around the actual h(ω) value. At each frequency ω
we construct the set H(ω) with the local estimates ĥ(τ, ω)
obtained from all time-frames and across a continuous range
of frequencies from bin ω − L to bin ω + L. For a given set,
we then form a histogram with respect to the elements in the
set H(ω) in order to derive a final estimation the ISRG at each
frequency as
h(ω) = HRe (ω) + iHIm (ω),
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former, the polar directivity pattern and the Directivity Index
(DI) are those most widely used in the literature and in industry
[16]. Due to particularities of the half-space arrangement, it
is meaningful to calculate the DI as a function of the look
direction θl . To calculate this metric, we created a spatial grid
of 17 different locations on a semicircle of radious R=1.5 m
with center defined as point C (see Fig. 2). These 17 locations
span the azimuth angle range from θ = −80o to θ = 80o
with a step of 10o . A Gaussian white noise sequence of 5 s
duration was emitted from the loudspeaker at each location on
the spatial grid. The DI at each look direction θl was calculated
across a continuous frequency range from ωmin = 60 Hz to
ωmax = 6 kHz using the formula [23], [24]
DI(θl ) = 10 log10 (

p(θl |θl )
)
P17
n=1 p(θl |θn )

(9)

where θn , n = 1, ..., 17 is the set of angular points on the
orbit of investigation and

Fig. 4. DI as a function of the incident angle for  = 0.12 in (a) and (b) and
 = 0.20 in (c) and (d). The values of ISRG are equal to those in h(ω)0.12
in (a) and (c) and equal to those in h(ω)0.20 in (b) and (d).

p(θl |θn ) =

max
X ωX

τ

imaginary part of the local ISRG estimates for h(ω)0.12 at the
frequency of 2720 Hz is shown in (c) and (d) respectively.
It can be generally observed from (a) and (b) that in
both experiments the retrieved ISRG values have a non-trivial
imaginary part. Considering that the boundary is a rigid wall,
we believe that the magnitude of ISRG is underestimated in
both h(ω)0.12 and h(ω)0.20 . This can be attributed to the
fact that attenuation is neglected in the actual and image
source transfer path in section IV. From the same figure
it can be observed that the retrieved ISRG values exhibit
strong fluctuations in the low frequency range. We believe that
below a cut-off frequency f0 , the proposed procedure does not
present a viable choice for estimating the reflective properties
of the boundary. This can be attributed to the fact that sound
waves behave as rays only for wavelengths which are small
compared to the dimensions of the room and that at lower
frequencies, sound propagation is governed by the room modal
behavior. A rough approximation regarding the frequency limit
above which sound waves behave as rays is f0 = 4fc where
fc is the Schroeder frequency [16]. Taking this into account,
we decided to use a fixed value of h(ω) = 0.9 for frequencies
below the value of 844 Hz, while h(ω) was set to the retrieved
values of h(ω)0.12 or h(ω)0.20 above this frequency.
The ability to define different values for the ISRG at each
frequency point inserts an additional degree of freedom in
the beamforming process. Essentially, using the propagation
model of Eq. (1) and the retrieved ISRG coefficients, we
can design a steering vector which is better suited to the
particularities of the reflective boundary. As a means for
evaluating the advantage gained from the proposed calibration
phase, we consider an additional reflection-aware propagation
model which is based on fixed-with-frequency ISRG values of
h = 0.9.
Among the various ways to quantify directivity of a beam-
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|Y (τ, ω)|

(10)

ω=ωmin

is the total beafmormer output energy at look direction θl when
the sound source is located at angle θn .
In general, it was observed that the value of λ used in Eq. (3)
may significantly affect the performance of the SD beamformers. The values of λ that guaranteed the best performance with
respect to DI were found to be the same for the RASD and
the FFSD beamformers and were equal to λ = 3.16. Based on
these values, the DI as a function of the look direction can be
seen for all different beamformers in Fig. 4. The DI is shown
for a distance of  = 0.12 from the wall in (a) and (b) and
for a distance of  = 0.20 in (c) and (d). The performance for
the RAMF and RASD beamformers implemented with a fixed
ISRG value of h = 0.9 are shown with the dashed-green and
dashed-black line respectively in each plot. On the other hand,
subfigures (a) and (c) illustrate the performance for RAMF and
RASD beamformer using h(ω)0.12 while subfigures (b) and
(d) illustrate the performance when using h(ω)0.20 . Note that
we use the subscript h=0.9 and h(ω) to discriminate between
a beamformer which is based on a fixed and on frequencydependent ISRG coefficients respectively.
Several interesting facts become apparent from these plots.
A first thing to observe is that the SD beamformers obtain a
much larger DI compared to the MF beamformers. This can
be attributed to the ability of the spherical isotropic coherence
model to sufficiently represent the second-order statistics of
the reverberant part of the sound field. Now, comparing the
different SD beamformer implementations, it can be seen
that the RASDh=0.9 provides an improvement compared to
the FFSD beamformer but only at relatively large incident
angles of θl > 40o and θl < −40o . At angles approaching
θl = 0o , the RASDh=0.9 beamformer seems to deteriorate
compared to the FFSD beamformer. Evidently, this deterioration is avoided when using the RASDh(ω) beamformers,
the latter ones providing higher DI values compared to all
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Fig. 5. Beampattern for θl = 40o in (a) and θl = −20o in (b).

other beamformers in the range from −60o to 60o . The four
graphs demonstrate that usage of the estimated ISRG values
may provide a substantial advantage as opposed to a fixed and
real ISRG value, especially in the angle range that these values
were estimated during the calibration phase (in our case, close
to θ = 0). Furthermore, subfigures (b) and (c) demonstrate that
the estimated ISRG values are usable even when the array is
at a different distance from the wall during the calibration and
the operation phase. Finally, similar to the SD beamforming
implementation, Fig. 4 illustrates that the estimated ISRG
coefficients provide an improvement compared to the fixed
ISRG value also for the case of MF beamforming.
In Fig. 5, we demonstrate the SD beamformers’ polar
patterns for θl = 40o , in (a), and θl = −20o , in (b), when
the array is placed  = 0.20 m. The results for RASDh(ω)
beamformer are in both cases obtained using h(ω)20 . In
accordance to the results shown in Fig. 4, a higher spatial
selectivity can be achieved with the RASDh(ω) beamformer
compared to the RASDh=0.9 and the FFSD beamformer.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The idea to constructively combine one or more distinct
reflections in the transmission path in order to improve the
performance of acoustic beamforming has been expressed by
several researchers in the past. In this paper, we considered a
reflection-aware propagation model which takes into account
the earliest reflection introduced by the adjacent wall. It was
shown that a complex and frequency-dependent model of the
wall reflectivity may significantly improve the performance
of the RASD and RAMF beamformers, and we presented a
simple and intuitive approach for estimating this model insitu. The performance seems to improve especially in a range
of incident angles that are close to those used during the
calibration phase. In the future, we intend to experiment with
a frequency- and angle-dependent model of the ISRG, using
an interpolation process that exploits estimations of the ISRG
derived from more than one sound source locations.
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